The goal of this paper is to prove:
Theorem A. Let Φ ∶ F → F be an automorphism of the nite-rank free group F and suppose that G = F ⋊ Φ Z is word-hyperbolic. Then G acts freely and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex.
Problem C. Let Φ ∶ F → F be a monomorphism and suppose the ascending HNN extension G = F * Φ is word-hyperbolic. Show that G acts freely and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex.
This was resolved when Φ is irreducible, F is nitely-generated, and G is hyperbolic in [HW13] . With few exceptions, our argument handles relative train track maps that are not π 1 -surjective, but our results rely on the relative train track technology available when Φ is an isomorphism; we point the reader to [DV96] for generalizations of this technology that exist when Φ is not necessarily π 1 -surjective.
Summary of the paper. In Section 1, we de ne terminology and notation related to mapping tori of relative train track maps of graphs, which are the main objects with which we will work. In particular, in Section 1.2, we de ne a collection of R-trees associated to a relative train track map; these seem to coincide with the stable trees introduced in [BFH97] and play a very important role in ensuring that the codimension-1 subgroups that we use are quasiconvex and in cutting geodesics.
A relative train track map φ ∶ V → V de ned on the nite graph V comes equipped with a φ-invariant ltration V 0 ⊂ ⋯ ⊂ Vh = V of V by subgraphs. There is thus a ltration of the mapping torus X of φ by complexes X i that are mapping tori of the restrictions of φ to the various V i . As explained below, it is important that, for each component K of certain X i (those for which the i th stratum has Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 1), the subgroup of G corresponding to K is quasiisometrically embedded; see Theorem 2.1. This is proved using disc diagrams in Section 2.
In Section 3, we describe a family of immersed walls W → X. The construction generalizes that in [HW13] . As in that paper, each immersed wall is the union of a nucleus consisting of subgraphs of a graph E parallel to V , and tunnels, which are immersed rooted trees T → X whose leaves and root attach to the nucleus and whose depth is the tunnel length of W . As in [HW13] , the tunnel length is one of two parameters determining W . The other is the set of primary busts, i.e. points in E whose complementary components form the nuclei. One must choose the primary busts so that the nucleus subgroups are quasiconvex in G. In the irreducible case, this is accomplished by positioning a primary bust in each edge, so that the nuclei are contained in stars of vertices. In the present more general case, however, doing this introduces problematic large coarse intersections between distinct tunnels. Instead, primary busts appear in the exponential edges -those belonging to strata whose associated Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue exceeds 1 -and other edges are left intact; this explains the necessity of Theorem 2.1. Section 3.3 gives conditions ensuring that the stabilizer of im( W →X) is a quasiconvex codimension-1 subgroup of G.
The bulk of the proof of Theorem A is contained in the proof of Proposition 5.2, which allows us to invoke the cubulation criterion of [BW13a] . Section 5 is devoted to establishing this proposition, which requires us to nd, for any bi-in nite geodesic γ in G, an immersed wall W → X such that the stabilizer of im( W →X) is a quasiconvex, codimension-1 subgroup of G whose boundary separates the endpoints of γ in ∂G. The more di cult case is that in which γ is deviating, i.e. "transverse" to the forward ow onX induced by φ. The argument in this case relies on Corollary 4.5, whose proof makes use of the improved relative train track technology developed in [BFH00] ; this discussion occupies Section 4.
Readers familiar with the relative train track map technology will understand that this is a quite complicated gadget which nevertheless appropriately covers all of the issues that arise when studying an automorphism. Since our proof is married to this technology, and this technology is in turn signi cantly more complicated than the theory of train track maps, it is not surprising that our proof is signi cantly more complex than the argument in the irreducible case.
M
Let φ ∶ V → V be a continuous map from a graph V to itself and suppose that φ(Vertices(V )) ⊆ Vertices(V ) and φ maps each edge of V to a nontrivial combinatorial path. For each L ∈ N, the map φ L ∶ V → V also has these properties. The mapping torus of φ L is the space
We identify V with V × {0} ⊂ X L . We let X denote X 1 and let G = π 1 X. The space X admits the following cell structure. The set of 0-cells of X is Vertices(V ). The 1-cells are of two types: vertical 1-cells are the 1-cells of V . For each 0-cell a of V , there is a horizontal 1-cell t a which is the image of {a} × [0, 1]. The horizontal 1-cell t a is oriented so that {a} × [0, 1] → t a is orientation-preserving, where {a} × [0, 1] has initial point (a, 0). For each vertical 1-cell e of X, with endpoints a, b, there is a 2-cell R e with attaching map t The map V × [0, L] → X that sends (v, r) to the image of (φ ⌊r⌋ (v), r − ⌊r⌋) under V × [0, 1] → X induces a map X L → X. Indeed, any two representatives in V × [0, L] of a point in X L get sent to the same point since (v, L) maps to the image of (φ L (v), 0). For L ∈ N, the space X L has a cell structure induced by X L → X. A 1-cell of X L is vertical or horizontal according to whether its image is vertical or horizontal. The horizontal 1-cells of X L are oriented so that X L → X preserves their orientation. As usual, for each L ∈ N, the universal cover X L of X L inherits a cell structure from X L .
Let S be the mapping torus of the identity map from a single vertex s to itself. The graph S is homeomorphic to a circle and has a single directed horizontal edge. The map V → {s} induces a quotient X → S, where the point represented by (v, r) maps to (s, r). This yields a map q ∶X →S of universal covers, whereS is regarded as a subdivided copy of R with 0-skeleton Z.
For each n ∈ Z, letṼ n = q −1 (n), and letẼ n = q −1 (n + 1 2 ). The map X L → X induces a map X L →X. We record the following facts for use in Section 5: Remark 1.1. For each n ∈ Z, the inclusionṼ nL →X lifts to an embeddingṼ nL →X L and the same is true forẼ nL . We also use q L ∶X L →S to denote the compositionX L →X q
→S.
The mapX L →X is combinatorial and is a (1, L)-quasi-isometry relative to the metrics described in Section 1.4. This quasi-isometry induces a homeomorphism ∂X L → ∂X.
De nition 1.2 (Midsegment, leaf). Let e be a vertical edge ofX. For any p ∈ e, the midsegment t p →X is the closure inX of p × (0, 1) ⊂ R e where R e is the 2-cell ofX based at e. Note that horizontal 1-cells are midsegments. Each midsegment is mapped by q to an edge ofS, and midsegments are oriented so that this map preserves orientation. A leaf is the subspace consisting of all points in an equivalence class of the transitive closure of the relation in which two points of X are related if they lie on the same midsegment. The leaf L is regular if L ∩X 0 = ∅ and singular otherwise. Let L x denote the leaf containing x ∈X.
Remark 1.3 (Leaves are trees). In the case of interest, where φ is a relative train track map, each leaf L is a directed tree: its vertices are the points of L ∩ ∪ n∈ZṼn and its edges are midsegments. Each vertex of L has exactly one outgoing edge, while the map q shows that there is no directed cycle in L. The subspace L ⊂X is homeomorphic to this abstract graph because of the local niteness provided by Lemma 1.15.
De nition 1.4 (Forward path, ow).
A forward path is a path σ in a leaf such that q ○ σ is injective. The length σ of σ is q ○ σ . For any x ∈X and r ∈ [0, ∞), there exists a unique forward path of length r with initial point x, and there also exists a unique forward path whose initial point x maps to [q(x), ∞).
De ne ψ ∶X × [0, ∞) →X by ψ(x, r) is the endpoint of the forward path of length r with initial point x. For any xed r ≥ 0, de ne ψ r ∶X →X by ψ r (x) = ψ(x, r).
De nition 1.5. A point v ∈ V is m-periodic for m ≥ 1 if φ m (v) = v, and periodic if it is m-periodic for some m. A pointṽ ∈Ṽ n is periodic if it maps to a periodic point in V . A periodic line inX is a line in a leaf such that Stab( ) ≠ {1}. Note that for each n ∈ Z, the point ∩Ṽ n is periodic. A point x ∈X is regular if L x is regular, and singular otherwise. The point x ∈ X is regular or singular according to whether its lifts toX are regular or singular.
1.1. Improved relative train track maps.
De nition 1.6 (Relative train track map, strata). Let ∅ = V 0 ⊊ V 1 ⊊ ⋯ ⊊ Vh = V be a ltration of V by subgraphs and let
Let φ ∶ V → V be a tight relative train track map in the sense of [BH92] . This means that φ sends vertices to vertices and edges to combinatorial paths, and that each of the following holds (the terms "exponential stratum" and "i-legal" and the tightening ⟦Q⟧ of a path Q are de ned below):
(2) For each edge e in an exponentially growing stratum S i ⊂ V i , the path φ(e) starts and ends with an edge of S i . (3) For each exponentially growing S i+1 and each nontrivial immersed path P → V i starting and ending in S i+1 ∩ V i , the path φ(P ) is essential, in the sense that ⟦φ(P )⟧ is nontrivial. (4) For each exponentially growing S i and each legal path P → S i , the path φ(P ) is i-legal.
The tightening ⟦Q⟧ of a combinatorial path Q in V is the immersed path in V that is pathhomotopic to Q. A path Q = e 1 ⋯e k in V is legal if φ n (e i ) and φ n (e −1 i+1 ) have distinct initial edges for all n ≥ 0. A path Q = e 1 ⋯e k is i-legal if for all n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j < k, the paths φ n (e j ) and φ n (e −1 j+1 ) cannot have the same initial edge f unless f ⊂ V i−1 .
Ordering the edges of S i arbitrarily, let M i be the matrix whose jk-entry is the number of times the j th edge of S i traverses the k th edge of S i under the map φ. By choosing a ltration that is maximal in the sense of [BH92, Sec. 5], we can assume that the matrix M i is either a zero matrix or irreducible. In the irreducible case, let λ i ≥ 1 be the largest eigenvalue of M i . If λ i > 1, then the stratum S i is exponentially growing. If λ i = 1, then S i is polynomially growing, and otherwise M i = 0 and we say S i is a zero stratum.
Notation 1.7. We refer to an edge of S i , or to an edge ofX mapping to an edge of S i , as an S i -edge.
Remark 1.8. A periodic regular point in V either lies in the interior of an exponential edge, or lies in the interior of an edge e such that φ m (e) = e for some m ≥ 1.
Let X i denote the mapping torus of φ V i . Let {X ij } be the set of components of X i . For each i, j, letX ij denote the universal cover of
, there are many lifts ofX ij tõ X i ′ j ′ . Since these lifts are embeddings, we often refer to the image of the lift of interest asX ij .
De nition 1.9 (Lengths of vertical edges). For each edge e of the exponential or polynomial stratum S i , we de ne the length ω e of e to be the magnitude of the projection of the basis vector corresponding to e onto the λ i -eigenspace. If S i is a zero-stratum, we let ω e = 1.
For the remainder of this text, we restrict to the case in which the relative train track map φ enjoys some of the properties of [BFH00, Thm. 5.1.5]. A periodic Nielsen path is an essential path P → V such that ⟦φ k (P )⟧ = P for some k > 0. If k = 1, then P is a Nielsen path.
De nition 1.10 (Improved relative train track map). The relative train track map φ ∶ V → V is improved if: 
is nonincreasing, nonnegative, and nite for su ciently large n:
The quotient Y ij of Y ij 0 obtained by identifying points at distance 0 is an R-tree with a π 1 X ijaction by homeomorphisms, and there is a π 1 X ij -equivariant map ρ ij ∶X ij → Y ij sending each point to the leaf containing it. Since ρ ij is distance non-increasing on each vertical edge, the pasting lemma implies that ρ ij is continuous. The subgroup of F stabilizingX ij acts by isometries on Y ij .
We refer to Y ij as a grade-i R-tree. Note that X = Xh 1 and we have a map ρ = ρh 1 ∶X → Yh 1 . Polynomially growing strata: Let e be the unique edge of a polynomially growing stratum S i . Let R e be the 2-cell whose boundary path is t −1 etP −1 e −1 , where t is a horizontal edge and P is a path in V i−1 . Observe that the component X ij containing e is a graph of spaces whose vertexspaces are the mapping tori of the components of V i − Int(e) that intersect e, and whose unique edge space is the union of the interior of R e and the interior of e. There is a map X i → C, where C is a connected graph with one edge, sending each vertex space to the corresponding vertex and sending Int(e) homeomorphically to the open edge. This induces a map ρ ij ∶X ij → Y ij , where Y ij is de ned to be the Bass-Serre tree associated to X ij → C. Again, ρ ij is π 1 X ij -equivariant and continuous.
Zero strata: We will not require an R-tree in this situation.
Remark 1.12. Since V is compact and φ is a π 1 -isomorphism, Lemma 2.4 below implies thatṼ ij n has a unique unbounded component n, i, j, although we shall not use this fact.
The grade of a lift of x toṼ ij is the grade of x. The grade of x is denoted by grade(x).
Regular points are dense in V by countability of the set of singular points. Singular points are not dense when there are periodic edges. Nevertheless, the following is a consequence of irreducibility of the transition matrices: Lemma 1.13. Let S i be an exponential stratum and let e be an S i -edge. Every point x ∈ e such that S grade(x) is exponential is the limit of a sequence of singular points.
Lemma 1.14 (S i -edges i-embed). Suppose S i is a nonzero stratum. Let e ⊂Ṽ ij 0 be an edge whose image lies in S i . Then ρ ij is injective on the set of regular grade-i points of e.
Proof. Let e ⊂ S i be an edge and let x, x ′ ∈ e be grade-i points. For any n ≥ 1, the path φ n (e) is a concatenation of S i -edges and V i−1 -edges. Each S i -edge of φ n (e) lies in ⟦φ n (e)⟧. Indeed, when S i is polynomial, φ n (e) = eQ, for some Q → V i−1 , so the claim is immediate. When S i is exponential, consider a path u 1 P u 2 , where u 1 , u 2 are edges of S i and P is an essential path in V i−1 . For each n ≥ 0, the path φ n (P ) is essential by De nition 1.6.(3), and hence the terminal S i -edge of φ n (u 1 ) and the initial S i -edge of φ n (u 2 ) do not fold with each other. It follows that no two successive S i -edges in φ n (e) can fold, and hence all S i -edges of φ n (e) appear in ⟦φ n (e)⟧.
If S i is polynomial, thenX ij → Y ij is a homeomorphism on e, and is in particular injective on the set of grade-i points. (In fact, the set of grade-i points in e is nonempty if and only if φ(e) = e.) Let x, x ′ be distinct grade-i points of e, with S i exponential. We claim that there exists n such that φ n (e) contains an S i -edge f between φ n (x), φ n (x ′ ). By Lemma 1.13, there exists n
′ have grade i, the edges q, q ′ are in S i . As S i is exponential, then since φ(q) starts and ends with an S i -edge, by the de nition of a relative train track map, the claim holds for some n ≥ n ′ + 1.
Lemma 1.15 (Bounded leaf-intersection). For each edgeẽ ⊂Ṽ ij n and each regular z ∈ẽ, the intersection L z ∩ẽ is nite.
Proof. Suppose thatẽ maps to an edge e of S i , since otherwise the claim is true by induction on i; in the base case there are no edges. If z has grade i, then by Lemma 1.14, L z ∩ẽ = 1.
Suppose that S i is exponential and that grade(z) < i. For any n ≥ 0, write φ n (e) = P 1 Q 1 ⋯P k Q k P k+1 , where each P j is a nontrivial immersed path in S i and each Q j is an essential path in V i−1 . As discussed in the proof of Lemma 1.14, each P j embeds in ⟦φ n (e)⟧ and the images of P j , P k in ⟦φ n (e)⟧ have disjoint interiors for j ≠ k. Suppose j 1 < j 2 and let x 1 , x 2 ∈ Q j 1 , Q j 2 . Then for j 1 < k ≤ j 2 , every regular leaf intersecting P k separates x 1 , x 2 , and hence L z intersects at most one of the Q j , since distinct leaves are disjoint.
for some j, then we are done by induction. Thus φ n (a) and φ n (b) lie in di erent V i−1 subpaths of φ n (e). Hence a P j separates them, whence some S iedge separates them. Hence some grade i leaf separates them and thus separates points of L z ∩ e that are arbitrarily close to a, b which is impossible.
Suppose now that S i is polynomial and grade(z) < i. Hence e is not periodic, and thus contains no grade-i points. Thus φ(e) = eP for some nontrivial closed path P in 
, where each P j is a nontrivial path in S i and each Q j is a path in V i−1 . If φ n (a) and φ n (b) are separated by some P j , then by Lemma 4.6 their images in Y ij are separated by a grade-i point ρ ij (q), where q ∈ (a, b) is an arbitrary grade-i point in P j . This contradicts the fact that ρ ij (a) = ρ ij (b) = y. Hence φ n ([a, b]) ⊂ Q j for some j, and ρ ij collapses Q j to a point. S i is polynomial: If k < i, then e belongs to a vertex space, so ρ ij (e) is a single vertex. If k = i, then ρ ij is injective on e and hence the preimage has at most one point. Lemma 1.18 (Splitting lemma). Letφ ∶V →V be an improved relative train track map. Let P →V i be a path such that ⟦P ⟧ traverses an edge of the stratumŜ i . Then there exists n 0 such that ⟦φ n 0 (P )⟧ is a concatenation Q 1 ⋯Q k , where each Q s is of one of the following types:
(1) a Nielsen path; (2) an edge ofŜ i ;
(3) an initial or terminal subinterval of an edge ofŜ i , when s ∈ {1, k};
(4) a path inV i−1 .
Moreover, for all n ≥ n 0 , the immersed path ⟦φ n (P )⟧ is equal to a concatenation of the paths ⟦φ n−n 0 (Q s )⟧.
In the above situation, we say that P , or rather ⟦φ n 0 (P )⟧, splits as Q 1 ⋯Q k . Proof. Let q, p be the initial and terminal points of Q, with q ∈ V i−1 ∩ S i , so that q is a vertex and p is a periodic point in S i with period n ≥ 1. Add to the 0-skeleton of V each of the points p, φ(p), . . . , φ n−1 (p), and de ne a new φ-invariant ltration of V as follows: for
Either p (and hence each φ k (p)) was already in
We also note that p is a component of (S
The claim now follows from Lemma 1.20, once we verify the following:
(1) φ is a tight relative train track map with respect to (
j is a zero stratum if and only if it is the union of all of the contractible components of (V ′ ) j .
Property (2) follows from the corresponding fact about the original strata S j , since each (S ′ ) j is obtained from S j by adding a (possibly empty) discrete set. To verify Property (1), rst note that [polynomial, zero] . From this it is easily veri ed that φ, together with the new ltration, is a tight relative train track map. Finally, φ remains e.g.-aperiodic. Indeed, let f be an edge of S i . Since M i is aperiodic, for all edges f ′ of S i , for all periodic points p ∈ f , all > 0, and all su ciently large k, the φ k -images of a length-subpath of f starting or ending at p traverses f ′ . It follows that if f is the concatenation of edges f ′′ of (S ′ ) i , then each φ k (f ′′ ) traverses f ′ for all su ciently large k, so φ is eg-aperiodic with respect to the new ltration. ◻ Lemma 1.22. Let P → V be a non-Nielsen path. There exists n o ≥ 0 such that ⟦φ no+n (P )⟧ = ⟦φ n (Q 1 )⟧⋯⟦φ n (Q k )⟧ for all n ≥ 0, where some Q i is an exponential edge.
Proof. This is proven by induction onh. By Lemma 1.18, there exists n o ≥ 0 such that ⟦φ no (P )⟧ = Q 1 ⋯Q k and for all n ≥ n o , we have ⟦φ n (P )⟧ = ⟦φ n−no (Q 1 )⟧⋯⟦φ n−no (Q k )⟧ and each Q s is either a Nielsen path, an edge of S i , or a path in V i−1 . Since P is not a Nielsen path, some Q s is not a Nielsen path. If Q s is an exponential edge, we are done. If Q s is a path in V i−1 , the claim follows by induction. It remains to consider the case in which S i is a polynomial stratum consisting of a single edge f , and Q s = f . Applying Lemma 1.18 to φ(f ) yields n 1 ≥ 0 such that ⟦φ n 1 (f )⟧ splits as a concatenation U 1 ⋯U . Since f is not a Nielsen path, > 1, so there exists some U s with U s ≠ f and U s not a Nielsen path. Hence U s is a path in V i−1 . Thus, by induction, ⟦φ n (P )⟧ traverses an exponential edge for all su ciently large n. ◻
The following is related to Theorem 3.7 and will be used in Section 5.
Lemma 1.23. Let φ ∶ V → V be an improved train track map with V nite and π 1 X word-hyperbolic. Let e be an edge of a polynomial stratum so that φ(e) = eP as in De nition 1.10. Then either P is trivial or ⟦φ n (P )⟧ traverses an edge in an exponential stratum for all su ciently large n.
Proof. Since P is closed, hyperbolicity implies that P is not a Nielsen path, and so the claim follows from Lemma 1.22. ◻ 1.4. Metric onX.
Proposition 1.24. There exists a geodesic metric d onX such that G acts properly and cocompactly on (X, d) and the map q ∶X → R is 1-Lipschitz. Moreover, forward paths are convex and the intersection of a geodesic and a cell has nitely many components.
Proof. Fix an assignment of a positive length ω e to each edge e of V . Temporary subdivision: Each 2-cell R e has boundary path etφ(e)
, where e is a vertical edge in someṼ n and t is horizontal. For each temporary 0-cell
) ∩ e, we add a temporary 1-cell, namely the midsegment joining x to ψ 1 (x). The temporary 2-cells are components of the complement in R e of the closed temporary 1-cells and vertical 1-cells. By performing this construction on each 2-cell, we obtain a G-invariant subdivision ofX.
Weights on 1-cells: We assign to each horizontal (temporary or non-temporary) 1-cell a length
De ning a metric: Regard the temporary 2-cell R, with edge e at right, as a copy of
Let D e denote the length of the left vertical boundary subpath of R. For (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ R, we let
The length of a concatenation of nitely many horizontal and vertical paths in R is the sum of the lengths of these paths. Note that d R is a geodesic metric, since for any (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) ∈ R, the distance d R ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )) is equal to the length of a path in R joining (x 1 , y 1 ) to (x 2 , y 2 ) that is the concatenation of a vertical path and a horizontal path or vice versa.
An eligible path is a path γ →X that decomposes as a concatenation γ = A 0 A 1 ⋯A k , where each A i is a geodesic of a temporary 2-cell R i . Let a i , b i be the endpoints of A i . Then the length of γ is
where γ varies over all eligible paths joining x, y. This is obviously symmetric, and the triangle inequality holds since the concatenation of eligible paths is eligible. Let x, y ∈X. If x, y do not lie in a common closed temporary cell, then any eligible path from x to y intersects a closed (possibly temporary) 1-cell not containing x. Hence d(x, y) is bounded below by the minimum distance in the nitely many temporary 2-cells containing x from x to the set of closed 1-cells not containing x. If x, y lie in a common temporary cell R, then any eligible path from x to y either leaves R, and hence has positive length as above, or has length at least d R (x, y).
Completeness: The length space (X, d) is complete. Indeed, if (x n ) is a Cauchy sequence iñ X, then by local niteness ofX, the sequence (x n ) is partitioned into nitely many subsequences, each of which lies in a single closed temporary 2-cell. The metric on each temporary 2-cell is complete, so each of these subsequences converges to a point inX, and these points coincide since (x n ) is Cauchy.
X is a geodesic space: This will follow from the Hopf-Rinow theorem once we establish that (X, d) is locally compact. To this end, we claim that the identityX → (X, d) is a homeomorphism. Regarding each closed 2-cell R ofX as a Euclidean unit square, the identity R ↪ (R, d) is biLipschitz and thus continuous, and hence a homeomorphism since R is compact and (R, d) is Hausdor . SinceX is covered by the locally nite collection of closed 2-cells, it follows thatX and (X, d) are homeomorphic.
Forward paths are convex: A forward path σ is isometrically embedded since q ∶X →S is distance non-increasing and q(σ) = σ . To show that σ is convex, let σ ′ be a geodesic intersecting σ in its endpoints u, v. Since σ = σ ′ , we have q(σ) = q(σ ′ ), and that the restriction of q to σ ′ is injective. Indeed, for any x, y ∈ σ ′ , we have that 
Intersections of 1-cells with geodesics: Let e be a vertical 1-cell and suppose that γ ∩ e has at least t + 1 components, where t is the "thickness" ofX, i.e. the maximum number of temporary 2-cells intersecting a vertical 1-cell. Then there exists a temporary 2-cell R containing e and nonvertical subpaths σ, σ ′ of γ emanating from distinct components of γ ∩ e. The choice of η ensures that this contradicts the fact that γ is a geodesic. Hence there are at most t components of γ ∩ e.
Intersections of 2-cells with geodesics: A geodesic γ has connected intersection with each midsegment, by convexity of forward paths. Let R be a temporary 2-cell. First observe that γ intersects each midsegment of R in a possibly empty interval, by convexity of forward paths. By considering the total number of possible endpoints of arcs of γ ∩ R, we see that γ ∩ R has at most 4t + 2 endpoints and hence nitely many components. ◻ When G is word-hyperbolic, we always denote by δ a constant such that (X, d) is δ-hyperbolic. For simplicity, we will rescale the metric d by η −1 , so that horizontal edges have unit length. We will refer to this new metric by d and to the (rescaled) length of each vertical edge e as ω e . Remark 1.25. We assume that d has been de ned using the edge-lengths ω e assigned to vertical edges in Construction 1.11; recall that each vertical edge was assigned exactly one positive length.
However, any other metric satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 1.24 could be used in the remainder of the paper. In fact, one can relax the requirement that forward paths be convex, requiring only that they are uniformly quasiconvex.
Q
Theorem 2.1. Let φ ∶ V → V be a relative train track map with π 1 X hyperbolic and let C ⊂ V be a connected subgraph none of whose edges belong to exponential strata. ThenC ⊂Ṽ 0 is quasiisometrically embedded inX.
Proof. We argue by induction on the length of the ltration Consider the case in which Sh is a polynomial stratum, which consists of a single edge e since φ is an improved relative train track map. Let P → V be the path such that φ(e) = eP .
Let R e be the (closed) 2-cell based at e, with boundary path t
, where t 1 , t 2 are horizontal edges. Then X splits as a graph of spaces where the vertex spaces are the components of Xh −1 and the unique edge space is the cylinder Int(R e ) ∪ Int(e).
Consider the corresponding splitting of π 1 X over a cyclic group Z; the vertex groups are isomorphic to the various π 1 Xh −1 o and are hyperbolic since π 1 X is hyperbolic and the edge group is cyclic. The two inclusions of Z into the vertex groups do not have nontrivially-intersecting conjugates. Moreover, Z is maximal cyclic, and hence malnormal, since its generator has translation length 1 in R.
By induction, for each Xh
has the property thatC o is quasiisometrically embedded inXh −1 o . In the special case when e ⊂ C, there is a unique C o = C, and C quasi-isometrically embeds inX as above. In general, C = C 1 ∪ e ∪ C 2 , where C 1 , C 2 are the (possibly equal) intersections of C with the components of Xh −1 . As above, the claim holds for C 1 , C 2 . The result now holds for C by [BW13b, Thm. 4.13].
Let Sh be a 0-stratum and let C ′ be the union of all components of Vh −1 ∩C that are intersections of C with non-contractible components of Vh −1 . Let J = Cl (C − C ′ ). By Lemma 2.2, each component of J is a tree whose intersection with C is a single vertex. We note that it follows that C ′ is connected since C is. By induction,C ′ ⊂X is quasi-isometrically embedded, andC is contained in the R-neighborhood ofC ′ , where R is the maximum diameter of a component of J. ◻ Lemma 2.2. Let V be a nite connected graph and let φ ∶ V → V induce an isomorphism of π 1 V . Let V ′ be a φ-invariant subgraph whose components are not contractible. Let P → V be an immersed path satisfying one of the following:
(1) P starts and ends on V ′ and φ(P ) is path-homotopic into V ′ ; or (2) P is a closed path and φ(P ) is homotopic into V ′ .
Then P is homotopic into V ′ .
Proof. LetV → V be a nite cover such that φ lifts to a mapφ ∶V →V and such that, in case (1), P lifts to an embedded pathP , and in case (2), some power of P lifts to an embedded closed pathP . LetV ′ be the entire preimage of V ′ inV and note thatφ(V ′ ) ⊆V ′ . The mapφ induces maps on homology, yielding the following commutative diagram:
For 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, the i th vertical map from the left will be called f i . Since f 1 is an epimorphism and f 2 , f 4 are monomorphisms, the map f 3 is a monomorphism. Hence f 6 is a monomorphism: if two distinct components ofV ′ mapped to the same component, then since H 1 (V ′ ) ≠ 0, the map f 3 would fail to be injective. Hence f 6 is an isomorphism. Since f 4 and f 6 are epimorphisms and f 7 is a monomorphism, f 5 is an epimorphism and hence an isomorphism. Observe thatP represents a nontrivial element of
Let S i be a zero stratum. Then no nontrivial immersed path in S i starts and ends on non-contractible components of V i−1 .
Proof. Let P → S i be a nontrivial immersed path with endpoints in V i−1 . Since S i is a zero stratum,
. By Lemma 2.2, applied to the graph Vh and the φ-invariant subgraph V i−1 , we have that P is path-homotopic into V i−1 . Thus P is trivial. ◻
The following lemma occasionally provides an alternative way of supporting some of our arguments, but we have not (yet) used it. For example, in view of Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.2 could have been applied in the proof of Theorem 3.7 without being mediated by Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Let φ be a π 1 -isomorphism. For each i and each non-contractible component U of
Proof. Suppose that there are distinct non-contractible components U 1 , U 2 mapping by φ to U . By passing to a power if necessary, we assume that U 1 = U . Let P be an essential closed path in U 2 , so that φ(P ) is path-homotopic into U . By Lemma 2.2, P is homotopic into U , a contradiction. Hence φ permutes the non-contractible components of V i , so by passing to a power if necessary, we can assume that φ preserves each noncontractible component and preserve the basepoint in each component U . Suppose that φ ∶ U → U does not induce an isomorphism of fundamental groups. Then there exists g ∈ π 1 U − im φ ♯ , contradicting Lemma 2.5. ◻ Lemma 2.5. Let φ ∶ F → F be an automorphisms of a nitely generated group. Let H ≤ F be separable φ-invariant subgroup. Then φ(H) = H.
Proof. Let g ∈ H − φ(H) and let F → F be a nite quotient in whichḡ ∈ H and such that ker(F → F ) is φ-invariant. Then φ descends to an automorphismφ ∶ F → F , andφ(H) ⊆ H. By niteness, φ H is an isomorphism, contradicting thatφ(ḡ) ∈φ(H). ◻ 2.1. Top stratum exponential. In this subsection, it will be convenient to work with the usual graph metric onX 1 rather than with the metric d. A combinatorial geodesic inX is a shortest path inX 1 joining a given pair of vertices and traversing edges at unit speed. trees, and so if a dual curve contains a cycle then there is a cancellable pair of 2-cells and so the area of D can be reduced without a ecting its boundary path. A dual curve K is dual to each 1-cell that it intersects; note that a horizontal dual curve is dual to vertical 1-cells and a vertical dual curve is dual to horizontal 1-cells. Each horizontal 1-cell in D is dual to a dual curve, and each horizontal 1-cell is dual to continuously many dual curves. Observe that if K is a dual curve, then each of its endpoints lies on ∂D. If K is a horizontal dual curve, then K inherits a directed graph structure from the leaf to which it maps. In this case, since the area of D is minimal and each vertex of a leaf has one outgoing edge, there is at most one degree-1 vertex of K with an incoming midsegment. We say that K ends at the 1-cell intersecting K in such a vertex of K, and that K starts at the other endpoint of K. Finally, the union N (K) of all closed 2-cells of D intersecting K is the carrier of K.
Proposition 2.7. Let S = Cl (V − V ′ ) be an exponential stratum, and let X ′ ⊂ X be the mapping
o ⊂X is quasi-isometrically embedded. Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that no component of V ′ is contractible. This will enable us to invoke Lemma 2.8, which relies on Lemma 2.2. Indeed, let W be the subgraph of V consisting of its non-contractible components and let Y be the mapping torus of φ W . It su ces to prove that for each component Y o of Y , the inclusionỸ o ↪X is a quasi-isometric embedding.
A minimal-area disc diagram: Let γ →X be a combinatorial geodesic ofX with endpoints onX Counting horizontal edges in γ ′ : By Lemma 2.8 below, no dual curve has both ends on γ ′ . Hence every vertical dual curve L with an end on γ ′ has an end on γ, whence γ
′ is connected since otherwise there would be a vertical dual curve starting and ending on γ ′ , contradicting Lemma 2.8. Indeed, if the path σ between successive components of N (K) ∩ γ ′ were entirely vertical, then we could obtain a smaller diagram by removing the subdiagram between σ and N (K). It follows that for each vertical dual curve K such that Uniformly bounding ν : There exists M , depending only on φ, so that ν ≤ M for each vertical path ν above. Indeed, by the pigeonhole principle, if ν is su ciently large, there must be two 2-cells R 1 , R 2 of N (K) whose base vertical 1-cells e 1 , e 2 are oriented in the same direction and respectively map to edges e, ge inX, where g ∈ π 1 V . Moreover, R 1 , R 2 can be chosen so that R 1 ∩ ν and R 2 ∩ ν contain 1-cells f, gf respectively. Let P → N (K) be an immersed vertical path in D joining the initial vertex of e 1 to that of e 2 . The closed path P → D →X → X is a closed path in V . Since D has minimal area and hence N (K) has no cancellable pair, there is a decomposition P = ABA ′ , where A → V and A ′ → V are inverse, and where B → V is shortest with this property.
The image of the path P → V φ → V is homotopic into V ′ since it is homotopic to the image of a subpath of ν. By Lemma 2.2.(2), P → V is homotopic into V ′ , and hence B is homotopic into V ′ . Since B is immersed, the nontrivial path B must be contained in V ′ . Thus there is a 2-cell mapping to X ′ and sharing a 1-cell with ν. Thus minimality of D is contradicted if ν is too large. Conclusion: We conclude that Proof. Let K be a vertical dual curve starting and ending on γ ′ , dual to horizontal 1-cells t 1 , t 2 . Let Q be the subpath of γ ′ between t 1 , t 2 , so that t
−1
1 Qt 2 is a subpath of γ ′ . Let P → N (K) → D be the vertical immersed path joining the initial points of t 1 , t 2 . Consider the case in which t 1 , t 2 are oriented away from Q. If P maps to X ′ , then D does not have minimal area since we can replace t
1 Qt 2 by the path P ′ → N (K) → D mapping toφ(P ) in γ ′ ; see Figure 3 . Hence suppose that some edge e in P does not map by D →X → X to an edge in V ′ . As shown below, any horizontal dual curve L ending on Int(e) emanates from the interior of an edge f of Q. This leads to a contradiction since f does not map to V ′ , for otherwise the image of f ∩ L in V ′ would map by φ L into the image of Int(e), which is not in the φ-invariant subgraph V ′ . Finally, L cannot intersect P in some other point. Indeed, if it does, then since the initial and terminal midsegments of L are directed toward K, there are consecutive midsegments of L that are both directed away from their common vertex. The 2-cells containing these midsegments fold together in the map D → X, contradicting minimality of the area of D.
No vertical dual curve starts and ends on γ ′ .
Now suppose that t 1 , t 2 are oriented toward Q. Assume that K is innermost in the sense that Q does not contain horizontal 1-cells. The path P →X → X is a path in V . Suppose that P → X is not path-homotopic within V into V ′ . Then φ(P ) is not path-homotopic into V ′ by Lemma 2.2. But φ(P ) is path-homotopic to Q, which maps to V ′ . Thus P maps to V ′ and we can reduce the area of D by replacing t 1 Qt De nition 3.1 (Tunnel). Each leaf is a directed tree by Remark 1.3 in which each vertex has a unique outgoing edge. Let n ∈ Z, L ∈ N, andx ∈Ẽ n . The tunnel T L (x) of length L rooted atx is the union of all forward paths of length L that terminate atx. Equivalently, Let {d 1 , . . . , d r } be regular points of E and let L ≥ 0. For simplicity, we shall assume that for all
where the rst and last maps are the obvious isomorphisms. For each i, let
There is a map E ♭ → E that is an inclusion on Int(E ♭ ) and sends
For each i, let T i be the length-L tunnel rooted at d i and let ← T i , → T i be copies of T i . We de ne W
• to be the following quotient of Proof. Since E has a neighborhood homeomorphic to [−1, 1] × E, there is a local homeomorphism
The same is true for each ← T i , → T i , as discussed above. These neighborhoods can be chosen so that the images of the various
and we combine to obtain a product neighborhood. Hence these neighborhoods can be chosen so that their union is a [−1, 1]-bundle over W
• . See Figure 5 . ◻ Lemma 3.4. Let x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ V be periodic regular points, with one in each exponential edge. Then for all su ciently large L, each x i is separated from each vertex by a point in (φ L ) −1 ({x j }). Moreover, suppose a ∈ V has the following property: for each i and each embedded path P → V joining a to x i , and any liftP →X, the forward rays emanating from the endpoints ofP have bounded coarse intersection. Then for all su ciently large L, each x i is separated from a by a point in (φ L ) −1 ({x j }).
Proof. Let P be an essential path from x i to some b ∈ V . Suppose rst that b ∈ Vertices(V ). By Lemma 1.18, there exists
where Q 1 must be a subinterval of an exponential edge joining φ L (x i ) to a vertex, since periodicity ensures that grade(x i ) = k, where S k is the exponential stratum containing x i . For su ciently
A schematic picture of an immersed wall when busts are not L-periodic.
large L, we see that ⟦φ L (Q 1 )⟧ traverses an exponential edge containing some x j . Thus (φ L ) −1 (x j ) contains a point separating x i from b. Now suppose that b = a. The bounded overlap hypothesis ensures that P is not a Nielsen path, so Lemma 1.22 implies that for some L P ≥ 0 and all L ≥ L P , the path ⟦φ L (P )⟧ traverses an exponential edge, and the claim follows as above from the fact that each exponential edge contains some x j . Note that the rst assertion used periodicity of the x i , but the second did not. ◻ Remark 3.5 (Zoology of nuclei). We actually use the following consequence of Lemma 3.4. Let W → X be an immersed wall constructed by positioning exactly one primary bust in each exponential edge, and no primary busts elsewhere. When the tunnel length is su ciently large, each primary bust is separated from each vertex by at least one secondary bust. It follows that each nucleus C of W is of one of the following three types: rst, C could be a proper subinterval of an exponentially-growing edge of E, bounded by a primary bust and a secondary bust, so that there is one incoming and one outgoing tunnel incident to C. Second, C could consist of a proper subinterval of an arbitrary edge, bounded by two secondary busts. Finally, C could be homeomorphic to a graph that does not contain an entire exponential edge of E, but which contains at least one vertex (and might contain one or more polynomial or zero edges). In this case, all busts bounding C are secondary. The number of nuclei of the second type grows as we vary W by letting the tunnel length grow while xing the primary busts. However, the number of nuclei of the other types is eventually constant. We also note that when the periods of the various x i divide L, then among the nuclei of the rst type are trivial nuclei that are lifts of the extra verticesẍ i used in constructing the wall. , (n + 1)L]) for some n ∈ Z. Equivalently, K is a maximal connected subspace K ⊂ W with the property that for each tunnel T L (x) of W , we have ψ
Note that A(T L (x)) is the forward path of length L with initial point x. For each knockout 7. Part of a wall and its approximation. A knockout and its approximation are bold. When the primary busts are L-periodic, the wall contains some periodic lines, and hence the approximation does also.
Let d A be the graph metric on A(W ), where each vertical edge e has length ω e and midsegments have unit length, so that Proposition 1.24 implies that A(T ) is isometrically embedded inX for each tunnel T of W .
3.3. Quasiconvex walls when tunnels are long. By Theorem 2.1, there exist constants µ 1 ≥ 1, µ 2 ≥ 0 such that for each connected subspace C of V that does not contain a complete exponential edge, any liftC →X of the inclusion C → X is a (µ 1 , µ 2 )-quasi-isometric embedding, wherẽ C has the graph metric with vertical edges assigned lengths as above. There exists a constant R = R(µ 1 , µ 2 ) such that if , ′ are bi-in nite forward paths intersectingC, then either dC(C ∩
This follows from a thin quadrilateral argument using the uniform bound on coarse intersection betweenṼ 0 and any forward path. A slow subtree S is a connected subspace ofṼ 0 that does not contain any complete exponential edges.
Theorem 3.7. Let B ≥ 0 and let {x 1 , . . . , x k } be a set of periodic regular points such that:
(1) {x 1 , . . . , x k } consists of exactly one point in the interior of each exponential edge.
(2) Letx ip ,x jq be any distinct lifts of x i , x j to a slow subtree S, and let ip , jq be the periodic lines
Then there exist L 0 ≥ 0, κ 1 ≥ 1, κ 2 ≥ 0, depending only on B, such that if W → X is an immersed wall with primary busts x 1 , . . . , x k and tunnel-length L ≥ L 0 , then A(W ) ↪X is a (κ 1 , κ 2 )-quasiisometric embedding.
Proof. Let γ be a geodesic of A(W ) such that γ = α 0 β 0 ⋯α k β k α k+1 , where each α i is a (possibly trivial) geodesic of A(K) for some knockout K and each β i is a path in A(T ) for some tunnel T , with β i = L for i ≥ 1 (there are cases where γ starts with β 0 and/or ends with β k , in which case these paths may have length less than L). Regarding A(W ) as a subspace ofX, each β i is a geodesic ofX since it is a forward path. As explained above, Theorem 3.7 implies that each α i is a (µ 1 , µ 2 )-quasigeodesic ofX since W was constructed using a primary bust in each exponential edge and therefore each A(K) is contained in a slow subtree.
Without loss of generality, B exceeds diam(N 3δ (Ṽ n ) ∩ N 3δ ( )), where is any forward path and n ∈ Z. It follows by analyzing a thin quasigeodesic quadrilateral that for each r ≥ 0, there exists B r ≥ 0, depending only on µ 1 , µ 2 , such that
for all i, since each α i lies in some slow subtree S and is therefore a uniform quasigeodesic. Our other hypothesis on B shows that B r can be chosen so that
where γ denotes the distance inX between the endpoints of γ. It remains to consider geodesics of A(W ) of the form γ = β 0 α 1 ⋯α k β k α k+1 , where β 0 < L, and γ = β 0 α 1 ⋯α k β k , where β 0 , β k < L. In either case, applying the above argument shows that γ is a (κ 1 , κ 2 )-quasigeodesic with κ 1 = 4µ 1 and κ 2 = Lemma 3.8. Let Z be δ-hyperbolic and let P = α 0 β 1 α 1 ⋯β k α k be a path in Z such that each β i is a geodesic and each α i is a (µ 1 , µ 2 )-quasigeodesic. Suppose that for each r ≥ 0 there exists B r ≥ 0 such that for all i, each intersection below has diameter ≤ B r :
A wall inX is a connected subspace Y ⊂X such thatX − Y has exactly two components. Proof. Any immersed path P in A(W ) either lies in A(K) for some knockout K, or traverses A(T ) for some tunnel T . In the former case, P cannot be closed since A(K) is a tree. In the latter case, P ≥ L, where L is the tunnel-length. It follows from Theorem 3.7 that if L ≥ L 1 = max{L 0 , κ 1 κ 2 +κ 1 } then a path Q of the latter type cannot be closed. This establishes assertion (1). To prove assertion (2), since H 1 (X) = 0, it su ces to show that W has a neighborhood home- LetP → W be a path joining T 0 to T k and suppose that T 0 , T k are chosen among all lifts of T so thatP does not pass through any other lift of T . Let P → W be the compositionP → W → W . Depending on the positions of the endpoints ofP , assertion (1) because A(P ) contains a cycle in A(W ). Indeed, let x be the root of T . Then A(P ) starts and ends on opposite sides of A(x) ∈ A(W ). ◻ Theorem 3.9 implies that the codimension-1 subgroups we will use to cubulate G are free.
C
The goal of this section is to prove Corollary 4.5. In this section, we will work with geodesics and geodesic rays of the graphX 1 with its graph-metric, i.e. combinatorial geodesics. Let R be the graph homeomorphic to R with R 0 = Z, and let R + ⊂ R be the subgraph corresponding to [0, ∞).
De nition 4.1 (κ-quasigeodesic). The paths γ, γ
Every (µ 1 , µ 2 )-quasigeodesic γ fellow-travels at distance κ = κ(µ 1 , µ 2 , δ) with a geodesic joining its endpoints. For instance, a geodesic is a 0-quasigeodesic. We use the term κ-quasigeodesic for such a γ. Note that any κ-quasigeodesic is a (µ
De nition 4.2 (Lea ike, deviating). The ξ-quasigeodesic γ ∶ R →X is (M, σ)-like if γ contains a subpath that (2δ + ξ)-fellow-travels with a subpath of the forward path σ that is the concatenation of M midsegments. If γ is not (M, σ)-like, then γ is (M, σ)-deviating. If γ is (M, σ)-deviating for some xed M and all σ, then γ is M -deviating. If γ is M -deviating for some M , then γ is deviating If γ is (M, σ)-like for some σ, then γ is lea ike.
⋃ n≤q(y * )Ṽn such that dS(q(y * ), q(y)) > 12(M ′ + δ). Choosing σ y to be the forward path of length L > dS(q(y * ), q(y)) with initial point y completes the proof. ◻
Cutting lines in R-trees.
Lemma 4.6. Let a ∈X ij and let a ∈ Int(e) for some edge e. If grade(a) = i, then ρ ij (e) − ρ ij (a) has exactly two components.
Note that the hypotheses of the lemma imply that S i is exponential, or S i is polynomial and consists of the single edge e, and φ(e) = e.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. The conclusion follows from the de nition of Y ij when S i is a polynomial stratum. Hence suppose that S i is exponential. We regard e as a copy of [0, 1] denote by α ∈ (0, 1) the point corresponding to a. Consider the function
). We will show that f is non-decreasing and f (α + ) > f (α − ) for all su ciently small > 0.
Observe that for all n ≥ 0, all S i -edges of ψ n (e) lie on the arc from ψ n (e(0)) to ψ n (e(1)) in the order that they occur in the path ψ n (e). Moreover, all edges in the image of ψ n (e) that do not lie on this arc have weight 0. It follows that f is strictly increasing on grade-i points of e as well as points of e whose images underφ are endpoints of S i -edges. By Lemma 1.13, distinct grade-i points have φ n -images in distinct S i -edges for su ciently large n. To see that f is nondecreasing on all points, note that f (t 1 ) − f (t 2 ) = f (t
2 ) for appropriate grade-i points t ′ 1 , t ′ 2 mapping to grade-i points. Suppose that f (α − ) = f (α + ). As above, we can assume that e(α ± ) map to grade-i points of S i . The conclusion follows since f is strictly monotonic on such points. ◻ De nition 4.7 (Transverse). Let T be an R-tree. The map θ ∶ R → T is transverse to y ∈ T if for each p ∈ θ −1 (y), there exists > 0 such that θ((p − , p)) and θ((p, p + )) lie in distinct components of T − {y}. Note that if θ is transverse to y, then θ −1 (y) is a discrete set.
The following is [HW13, Lem. 6.9]; we repeat the proof verbatim:
Lemma 4.8. Let T be an R-tree. Let T 0 ⊆ T have the property that T − {y} has two components for each y ∈ T 0 and each open arc of T contains a point of T 0 . Let θ ∶ R → T or θ ∶ R + → T be a continuous map. Suppose θ is transverse to every point in T 0 . Moreover, suppose that each edge e of the domain of θ has connected intersection with the preimage of each point in T . Then one of the following holds:
(1) There exists a nontrivial arc α ⊂ T such that θ −1 (y) is odd for all y ∈ α ∩ T 0 . (2) There exists a point y ∈ T with θ −1 (y) in nite. (3) For each r ≥ 0, there exists y r ∈ T such that diam(θ −1 (y r )) ≥ r.
Proof. For each p ∈ R, we denote byp its image in T and by θ −1 (x) the number of components of the preimage of x ∈ T in R.
We now show that either (3) holds or im(θ) is locally compact. We rst claim that either (3) holds, or for each edge e of R, there are (uniformly) nitely many edges f such that θ(f ) ∩ θ(e) ≠ ∅. Indeed, if there are points in im(θ) with arbitrarily many complementary components, then there are bers in R consisting of arbitrarily many closed subintervals of distinct edges and so conclusion (3) holds. Second, choose a point p ∈ T . Our rst claim shows that the set {e i } of edges with p ∈ θ(e i ) is nite, and so for each i we can choose i > 0 such that the i -neighborhood of p in θ(e i ) is disjoint from the image of each edge not in {e i }. Let = min i i . Then the -neighborhood of p in im(θ) lies in ∪ i θ(e i ) and thus has compact closure.
There exist sequences {a i } and {b i } in R = (−∞, ∞) converging to ∞ and −∞ respectively, whose images are sequences {ā i } and {b i } that converge to pointsā ∞ andb ∞ in im(θ) ∪ ∂ im(θ). Supposeā ∞ ≠b ∞ . Let α be a nontrivial arc separatingā ∞ andb ∞ . Note that θ −1 (c) has either odd or in nite cardinality for eachc ∈ α ∩ T 0 , since it must separate a i from b i for all but nitely many i. Hence either conclusion (1) or (2) holds.
Supposeā ∞ andb ∞ are equal to the same pointp ∞ . Letō denote the image of the basepoint o of R. The intersectionsōā i ∩ōp ∞ converge to the segmentōp ∞ . The same holds forōb i . We use this to choose a new pair of sequences {a ′ i } and {b ′ i } that still converge to ±∞, and with the additional property thatā ′ i =b ′ i . We do this by choosing the image points far out inōp ∞ . We have thus found arbitrarily distant points in R with the same images, verifying conclusion (3).
In the case of a ray θ ∶ R + → T , we produce {a i } andā ∞ as above, and then argue in the same way, replacingb ∞ byō. ◻
Separating endpoints of geodesics with leaves.
Lemma 4.9. Let x ∈X ij be a grade-i regular point, and let y ∈X ij satisfy ρ ij (x) = ρ ij (y). Then either L x = L y or y is a grade-i regular periodic point and x is periodic.
Proof. Let σ x , σ y be the forward rays emanating from x, y. Either L x = L y or, by Lemma 4.12, σ x , σ y are joined by a lift of the concatenation Q 1 ⋯Q r of indivisible Nielsen paths, with each Q s having an initial and terminal subpath which is a nontrivial S i -edge-part and starting and ending in S i . The endpoint of Q 1 is a grade-i regular periodic point by Lemma 1.21. The claim thus follows by induction on r. ◻ Lemma 4.10. Let S i be a nonzero stratum. Let I be an unbounded connected subgraph of R and let η ∶ I →X ij be an M -deviating combinatorial quasigeodesic satisfying conclusion (1) of Lemma 4.8, where T 0 is the set of images of regular points when S i is polynomial and the set of images of grade-i regular points when S i is exponential. Then there exists an exponential stratum S i ′ , with i ′ ≤ i, and a periodic point y ∈ S i ′ such that for some liftỹ of y, the leaf Lỹ has the property that Lỹ ∩ η is nite and odd.
Proof. We rst treat the case in which S i is an exponential stratum. We then prove the lemma by induction onh in the case where S i is polynomial. Exponential case: By hypothesis, there exists an arc α in im(ρ ij ○ η) such that for all grade-i regular points a ∈ α, the set ρ −1 ij (a)∩η has nite, odd cardinality. The claim follows from Lemma 4.9 since α contains images of grade-i periodic points.
Polynomial case: Observe that Y ij is the Bass-Serre tree associated to a splitting ofX ij as a tree of spaces, where the vertex spaces have the formX
and the open edge spaces are homeomorphic to Int(ẽ × T ), whereẽ is a lift of the edge e of S i and T is a tree. The edge e has the property that φ(e) = eP for some path P of V i−1 , and we orient e accordingly. Observe that the arc β provided by Lemma 4.8 can be chosen to be a combinatorial path of length 1 or 2.
For each vertex spaceX
, an incident edge space is incoming if the terminal vertex of one of the associated lifts of e is onX 
Without loss of generality,ẽµẽ
′ is a vertical path. Suppose that v is terminal in both e 1 , e 2 . Then ⟦ψ n (ẽ)ψ n (µ)ψ n (ẽ ′ )⟧ is unbounded as n → ∞, sinceẽµẽ ′ maps to an essential closed path and G is word-hyperbolic. Applying Lemma 1.18 tõ eµẽ ′ , we see that there is an exponential stratum S i ′ containing an edge f such that every regular leaf dual to some liftf of f has odd intersection withẽµẽ ′ and hence with η. Suppose that v is initial in both e 1 , e 2 . As above, applying Lemma 1.18 to µ yields an exponential edgef whose dual regular leaves have odd intersection with µ and thus with η.
Finally, consider the case in which v is terminal in e 1 and initial in e 2 and letẽµẽ ′ be as above, except that µ may now be trivial. If the image e ofẽ in V is periodic, then µ must be nontrivial since e cannot be a closed path by hyperbolicity of G. We can therefore argue exactly as above, applying Lemma 1.18 to µẽ ′ . Hence suppose that φ(e) = eP with P nontrivial. Applying Lemma 1.18 toẽµ and arguing as above completes the proof. ◻ By Proposition 2.7, there exists K ′′ = K ′′ (X) such that for all i, j, each subspaceX ij ⊂X has the property that each combinatorial geodesic ofX ij is a combinatorial K ′′ -quasigeodesic ofX.
Lemma 4.11. Let S i be a nonzero stratum. Let T 0 denote the set of images of regular points of Y ij when S i is a polynomial stratum and the set of images of regular grade-i points when S i is an exponential stratum. Let γ ∶ I →X ij be an M -deviating combinatorial geodesic or geodesic ray ofX ij . Suppose that conclusion (1) of Lemma 4.8, with the appropriate set T 0 , does not hold for ρ ij ○γ ∶ I → Y ij . Then there exists an embedded combinatorial K ′′ -quasigeodesic η such that η fellowtravels with γ and η ⊂X
Proof. The exponential case: Suppose that S i is an exponential stratum. Consider the composition of ρ ij ∶X ij → Y ij with γ. By Lemma 4.6, ρ ij ○γ is transverse to regular points. By Lemma 1.17, bers of ρ ij intersect edges of γ in connected sets. Therefore, by Lemma 4.8 with T 0 the set of images of grade-i regular points, one of the following holds:
• Conclusion (1) of Lemma 4.8 holds.
• Conclusion (3) of Lemma 4.8 holds, i.e. for all r ≥ 0 and each subray γ + ⊂ γ, there exists
Choosing pairs of forward rays: In the second case, since γ is a K ′′ -quasigeodesic, for each r ≥ 0, there exist forward rays σ 1 , σ 2 , originating on γ, with ρ ij (σ 1 ) = ρ ij (σ 2 ) and dX (σ 1 ∩ γ, σ 2 ∩ γ) > r.
Distant forward rays ow lower: For each such σ 1 , σ 2 , one of the following holds by Lemma 4.12:
(1) σ 1 , σ 2 fellowtravel; (2) σ 1 , σ 2 contain subrays lying inX
There exists r 0 such that situation (1) is impossible when r ≥ r 0 . Indeed, the quadrilateral determined by long initial segments of σ 1 , σ 2 , a geodesic joining their endpoints, and the subtended part of γ is uniformly thin, which forces γ to fellowtravel with σ 1 or σ 2 for a long interval when r is su ciently large, contradicting that γ is M -deviating.
Hence situation (2) holds for all r ≥ r 0 , so that we have forward rays σ 1 (r), σ 2 (r) that both contain subrays lying inX irjr with i r < i and intersect γ in points at distance at least r − M . Let γ r be the smallest closed interval in γ containing ρ −1 ij (y r ). When γ r is bounded, we choose σ 1 (r), σ 2 (r) to be the forward rays emanating from its initial and terminal points. When γ r is a ray, we choose σ 1 (r) to be the forward ray emanating from its initial point, and σ 2 (r) to be the forward ray emanating from an arbitrary point at distance at least r from the initial point of γ r in γ. When γ r = γ, we choose σ 1 (r), σ 2 (r) arbitrarily so that their distance in γ is at least r.
Preimage intervals are nested: Assume for some r, r ′ ≥ r 0 that y r ≠ y r ′ . Let γ ′′′ be the smallest closed interval containing γ r ∪ γ r ′ . Without loss of generality, γ ′′′ starts at σ 1 (r) ∩ γ and ends at σ 2 (r ′ ) ∩ γ. Then y r , y r ′ are separated by ρ ij (L) for all grade-i regular leaves whose images are in some arc.
′ is large compared to the deviation constant M . Indeed, when γ r ∩ γ r ′ = ∅, deviation prevents L from intersecting γ − γ ′′′ , and when γ r ∩ γ r ′ ≠ ∅, since L separates each endpoint of γ r from each endpoint of γ r ′ , each of the three intervals having exactly one endpoint from each of γ r , γ r ′ contains a point of L. Another application of M -deviation now shows that L cannot intersect γ − γ ′′′ . Hence γ ∩ L is odd, whence the endpoints of ρ ij ○ γ are distinct, contradicting our hypothesis. Hence if y r ≠ y r ′ , then γ r ′ ⊆ γ r or vice versa.
The bi-in nite case: Suppose that γ = ∪ r γ r . For any r, let σ ′ 1 (r), σ ′ 2 (r) be nite subpaths of σ 1 (r), σ 2 (r) that start on γ and end inX irjr . Since γ is M -deviating, there exists
Let Q be a geodesic ofX irjr joining the endpoints of P . Since it lies inX irjr , the path Q is a K ′′ -quasigeodesic. Hence, for any s ≥ 0, choosing r su ciently large ensures that γ has a subpath of length at least s that K = (2δ + 2K ′′ )-fellowtravels with a length-(s − 2δ − 2K ′′ ) subpath of Q. Since K is independent of s, and since {X pq } is a locally nite collection, König's lemma now yields i ′ < i, and j ′ , and a K-quasigeodesic η that fellow-travels with γ and lies inX
Rays of di erent types:
The remaining possibility is that γ = γ + ∪ γ − , where γ ± are rays such that conclusion (3) of Lemma 4.8 applies to γ − but conclusion (3) of Lemma 4.8 does not hold apply to γ + . Without loss of generality, ij (a) ∩ γ has odd cardinality. Indeed, no point of γ − maps to a, by the fact that intervals of length at least M ′ containing preimages of distinct points must nest. Our choice of α guarantees that no point of J maps to a. The polynomial case: Let γ and i be as above, but suppose that S i is polynomial. If conclusion (1) of Lemma 4.8 does not hold, then, arguing as in "rays of di erent types" above, it remains to consider the case where for each p ≥ 0, there exists a vertex v p of Y ij such that ρ ij (γ(n p )) = v p = ρ ij (γ(−m p )) for some m p , n p ≥ p. Arguing as in the above bi-in nite case, using Proposition 2.7, shows that γ fellow-travels with a uniform quasigeodesic ofX that lies in someX
Lemma 4.12. Let S i be a nonzero stratum. Let σ 1 , σ 2 be forward rays inX ij that do not lie in the same leaf. Then one of the following holds:
(1) σ 1 , σ 2 are joined by a lift of the concatenation Q 1 ⋯Q r of indivisible Nielsen paths, with each Q s having an initial and terminal subpath which is a nontrivial S i -edge-part and starting and ending in S i . Hence σ 1 , σ 2 are at nite Hausdor distance in (X, d);
(2) there exists i ′ < i such that σ 1 , σ 2 have subrays lying in a commonX
Proof. The polynomial case: Suppose that S i is a polynomial stratum consisting of a single edge e. The paths σ 1 , σ 2 eventually lie in vertex-spaces ofX ij when e is expanding. In this case, if these vertex spaces are equal then (2) holds; otherwise (3) holds. This argument also works when e is non-expanding, unless both σ 1 , σ 2 have subrays that lie in a common edge-space, in which case (3) holds. The remainder of the proof therefore assumes that S i is an exponential stratum. A minimally-decomposed path: Suppose that ρ ij (σ 1 ) = ρ ij (σ 2 ), and we denote this point by z. Let P be a vertical geodesic joining σ 1 to σ 2 . By replacing P by some ⟦ψ a (P )⟧, we can assume that P ∩ ρ −1 ij (z) has a minimal number of components. Hence P = Z 0 Q 1 Z 1 Q 2 ⋯Z r where each Z k is such a component. Minimality ensures that leaves intersecting Q s cannot intersect Q t for s ≠ t. For later convenience, we can assume that a ≥ n 0 , where n 0 is the maximum exponent from Lemma 1.18 applied to the various Q s .
Observe that when r = 0 and P = Z 0 , conclusion (2) holds, by Lemma 1.14 and Lemma 1.18. We therefore assume that r ≥ 1.
By maximality of Z s−1 , the subpath of Q s from its initial point to its rst internal vertex is a nontrivial interval of an edge of S i and more speci cally, any nontrivial subpath of Q s beginning at its initial point contains a grade-i point. The same holds for a terminal subpath of Q s .
Each Q s is an indivisible Nielsen path: Our choice of a ensures that Q s → V splits as a concatenation U 1 ⋯U q of paths, each of which is either a subpath of an edge of S i , a path in V i−1 , or a Nielsen path. If U 1 is a Nielsen path then U 1 = Q s , since the endpoints of the Nielsen path U 1 have the same image in Y ij , while the interior of Q s contains no point of ρ −1 ij (z). By the de nition of Z s−1 , the path U 1 cannot be a path in V s−1 . Finally, suppose U 1 is an initial or terminal subpath of an S i -edge. As shown above, every subpath of U 1 beginning at its initial point contains a grade-i point; Lemma 1.19 implies that the endpoints of Q s have distinct images in Y ij , which is impossible. Hence Q s is a Nielsen path, and is indivisible since Q s has no interior point mapping to z. Hence if each Z s is trivial, then P is the concatenation of Nielsen paths, whence σ 1 , σ 2 fellowtravel.
Applying Lemma 1.21: Suppose that ρ −1 ij (z) has a nontrivial component in P . Without loss of generality, there exists s ∈ {1, . . . , r} so that Z s−1 is nontrivial. Hence, as shown above, the path Q s → V is an indivisible Nielsen path joining a point q s ∈ Z s−1 to a periodic point p s ∈ S i . Lemma 1.18 and Lemma 1.14 imply that there exists n > 0 such that ψ n (Z s−1 ) lies in someX
Hence Q s is an indivisible Nielsen path with initial point in V i−1 ∩ S i and terminal point in S i . But then Q s traverses an edge of S i , contradicting Lemma 1.21. ◻
The main lemma of this subsection is:
Lemma 4.13. Let γ ∶ R →X be a combinatorial geodesic that is M -deviating for some M . Then there exists a periodic regular point y * ∈X, mapping to an interior point of an exponential edge of V , such that L y * has odd-cardinality intersection with γ.
Proof. Let K be the constant from Lemma 4.11. Let i be minimal such that γ lies in a regular neighborhood ofX ij for some j. Minimality implies that S i is a nonzero stratum since otherwise eitherX ij is coarsely equal to someX
or is a horizontal line. SinceX ij is uniformly quasiisometrically embedded by Proposition 2.7, and sinceX is locally nite, γ fellow-travels with an embedded K ′′ -quasigeodesic η inX that is a geodesic ofX ij . By Lemma 4.11 and minimality of i, conclusion (1) of Lemma 4.8 holds. Applying Lemma 4.10 to η, we see that there exists an exponential stratum S Theorem 5.1. Let G be a one-ended word-hyperbolic group. Suppose that for all distinct points p, q ∈ ∂G, there exists a quasiconvex codimension-1 subgroup H ≤ G such that p and q lie in distinct components of ∂G − ∂H. Then G acts properly and cocompactly on a CAT(0) cube complex.
Since any two distinct points in ∂X are the endpoints of a bi-in nite geodesic γ, the main result of this section is the following, which will allow us to apply Theorem 5.1.
Proposition 5.2. Let φ ∶ V → V be an improved relative train track map and suppose that G is word-hyperbolic, where X is the mapping torus of φ. Let γ ∶ R →X be a geodesic. Then there exists a quasiconvex wall W ⊂X that cuts γ.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.12 and Proposition 5.14. ◻
We can now complete the proof of the main theorem:
Proof of Theorem A. By [Wisb, Lem. 12 .5], it su ces to prove the claim for G ′ = F ⋊ Φ k Z for some k ≥ 1. Letting k be chosen, using [BFH00, Thm. 5.1.5], so that Φ k admits an improved tight relative train track representative, the claim follows immediately from Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.1. ◻ 5.1. A(W ) as a wall inX L . We refer the reader to Remark 1.1, and the discussion preceding it, describingX L . Let W → X be an immersed wall with tunnel-length L, and let W →X be a lift with the property that each nucleus ofX maps to q −1 (LZ + 8. Two discrepancy zones are shaded. In the discrepancy zone at right, the starred vertex, and each point of the horizontal path in the discrepancy zone to its right, is in general a tree whose edges belong to polynomial or zero strata. 
De nition 5.4 (Exceptional zone, narrow exceptional zones). A discrepancy zone Z is exceptional if the boundary of Z has nonempty intersection with the interior of A(T ) for some tunnel T , as at left in Figure 8 . The exceptional zone Z, projecting to [ Lemma 5.7. Let φ ∶ V → V be an improved relative train track map with π 1 X word-hyperbolic. Let y 1 , . . . , y k be periodic regular points with exactly one in each exponential edge. Let p be the least common multiple of the periods of the y i . Then for all su ciently large n ≥ 1, there exists an immersed wall W → X with tunnel-length L = np and primary busts y 1 , . . . , y k such that W is a wall inX with narrow exceptional zones.
Proof. If L is su ciently large, Lemma 3.4 implies that for all vertices v ∈ V and all primary busts y i , there exists a secondary bust separating v from y i . Hence a nucleus C of W is of one of the following two types:
(1) C contains a primary bust. In this case, C is properly contained in the interior of an edge of E corresponding to an edge of V in an exponential stratum. If C is contained in an exceptional zone, then C must be of this type. (2) C does not contain a primary bust. In this case, C is a nite tree, whose complete edges are periodic edges, and whose leaves are all interior points of exponential edges. In this case, the discrepancy zone containing C is non-exceptional. Let C be a nucleus of type (1), withC contained in an exceptional zone Z inside the long 2-cell based at the exponential edge e. Since each y i is periodic, the set {φ n (y i ) ∶ n ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} is nite. Hence the set P of embedded paths in V joining points of the form φ n (y i ) to vertices is nite. Let K ∈ N be chosen so that for any P ∈ P, the path φ K (P ) contains a complete exponential edge. The constant K exists for the following reason: by de nition, each P ∈ P has the form αQ, where α is a nontrivial subinterval of an exponential edge, and there are nitely many such α. For each α, there exists K α such that φ Kα (α) ends with a complete exponential edge, and we take
Then the geodesic path joining the endpoints of q −1 L (L − K + n) ∩ Z begins with some P ∈ P, since the initial point of this path is a periodic point on the tunnel-approximation part of ∂Z. The path φ K (P ) lies in A(C) and traverses a complete exponential edge, which is impossible. ◻ 5.2. "Lifting" paths fromX toX L .
Construction 5.8 (Lifted augmentation). Let γ →X be an embedded path. Then γ is covered by a set R of 2-cells. We then have γ = ⋯A −1 A 0 A 1 ⋯, where each A i is a subpath of γ that starts and ends onX 1 and lies in a 2-cell R i ∈ R and R i ≠ R i+1 for all i. Such a decomposition can be seen to exist by expressing γ as the concatenation of its intersections with 2-cells.
Each R i lifts toX L , yielding a liftÂ i of A i . The mapX L →X is one-to-one on ∪ i∈Z Int(Â i ) and at most two-to-one on the remaining points of ∪ i∈ZÂi . Letâ be the initial point ofÂ j+1 and letâ (1) For any nite collection {f 1 , . . . , f n } of vertical edges of γ, and any liftsf 1 , . . . ,f n of these edges toX L , there exists a lifted augmentationγ ≻ containingf 1 , . . . ,f n . (2) For any forward subpath σ ′ ⊂ γ whose endpoints lie in q −1 (LZ), the unique liftσ ′ of σ ′ tõ X L extends to a lifted augmentationγ ≻ of γ, in the sense thatσ ′ is a subpath ofγ ≻ .
Note that since A j , A j+1 start and end inX 1 , if γ is combinatorial, then the pathsQ,Q ′ are inX 1 L . 5.3. Deviating geodesics. In this section, we prove a technical statement that helps us to construct quasiconvex walls. Recall that a slow subtree S is a connected subspace ofṼ 0 that does not contain any complete exponential edges.
Proposition 5.9. Let x 0 ∈ V be a periodic point in the interior of an exponential edge. Then there exist periodic points x 1 , . . . , x k , one in each exponential edge of V , and a constant B = B(x 0 , . . . , x k ) < ∞, such that for all i ≥ 0, j ≥ 1, and any distinct liftsx ip ,x jq of x i , x j to a slow subtree S, the periodic lines ip and jq containingx ip ,x jq satisfy
De nition 5.10 (Flows). For each i, j, let ⌈X ij ⌉ be the set of points x ∈X for which there exists n ≥ 0 with ψ n (x) ∈X ij . When S i is nonzero, ρ ij extends to ⌈X ij ⌉ by de ning ρ ij (x) = ρ ij (ψ n (x)).
Let γ →X 1 be a path and considerX ij ⊂X with S i nonzero. Then γ ows intoX
The proof of Proposition 5.9 requires the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Let B be a ball in S. For all x 0 ∈ V , there exist periodic regular points x 1 , . . . , x k , one in each exponential edge of V , such that for all i, j ≥ 0, and any distinct liftsx ip ,x jq of x i , x j to B, we have
where = (x 0 , . . . , x k ) > 0 and a is the smallest value for which there exists b withx ip ,x jq ∈ ⌈X ab ⌉.
Proof. We rst establish that for any x ∈ V , and any distinct liftsx,x ′ ∈ S of x, we have ρ ab (x) ≠ ρ ab (x ′ ). If S a is an exponential stratum, this follows from Lemma 4.12; indeed, Lemma 4.12.
(1) is excluded since G is hyperbolic, and hence V contains not closed Nielsen path. Lemma 4.12.(2) is excluded by minimality of a. If S a is a polynomial stratum, then
We now argue by induction. By the above discussion, the claim is true for k = 0. Suppose that x 0 , . . . , x t have been chosen, for some t < k, so that ρ ab (x ip ) ≠ ρ ab (x jq ) for all distinct liftsx ip ,x jq of x i , x j to B, with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ t. Let e 0 be the edge containing x 0 and for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let e i be the exponential edge containing x i . Let e t+1 ∈ {e i ∶ 1 ≤ i ≤ t} be an exponential edge. We will now choose x t+1 ∈ Int(e t+1 ) with the desired properties.
Let a be such that e t+1 belongs to S a . Let K be the number of S a -edges whose interiors intersect B. Then for anyX ab and y ∈ Y ab , there are at most K grade-a points in ρ
where p i is the number of lifts of x i to B and B is the nite set of b such thatX ab ∩ B ≠ ∅. Choose m ∈ N such that e t+1 intersects at least KQ + 1 φ-orbits of m-periodic points (all such points necessarily have grade a). This choice is possible because, for arbitrarily large m, the number of m-periodic points in e t+1 is approximately Cλ m a for some C > 0, while the claimed φ-orbits exist as long as there are at least (KQ + 1)m periodic points in e t+1 with period m. For each such mperiodic point u, a lifted orbit of u is the set of all lifts to B of all points φ k (u) with 0 ≤ k < m. Note that if u, u ′ are m-periodic points with distinct φ-orbits, then their lifted orbits are disjoint since their projections to V are distinct φ-orbits of the same cardinality and are hence disjoint. By the pigeonhole principle, there exists an m-periodic point x t+1 ∈ e t+1 with the desired property. Indeed, the points ρ ab (x ip ) with i < t+1, b ∈ B exclude at most KQ grade-a points from the KQ+1 disjoint lifted orbits of grade-a periodic points. Hence ρ ab (x (t+1)p ) ≠ ρ ab (x jq ) for all distinct liftsx (t+1)p andx jq of x t+1 and x j . ◻ Proof of Proposition 5.9. Choose x 1 , . . . , x k to satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 5.11. Let i, j ≥ 0 and letx ip ,x jq be distinct lifts of x i , x j to S. First suppose thatx ip andx jq lie in some xed ball B of S. Let a be the smallest value for which there exists b such thatx ip ,x jq ∈ ⌈X ab ⌉. By hypothesis and by minimality of a, the stratum S a is exponential. Forward divergence computation: For > 0 from Lemma 5.11,
Sincex ip ,x jq ow intoX ab , there exists k ≥ 0 such that
Hence for all su ciently large n,
Since λ a > 1, there exists
Exploiting periodicity: The existence of B with the desired property follows because ip , jq are periodic.
Lifts in di erent translates of B: Supposex ip ,x jq are arbitrary distinct lifts of x i , x j to S. Let y i , y j ∈ ip , jq respectively, and suppose that d(y i , y j ) ≤ 3δ. Then there is a uniform upper bound on d(x ip ,x jq ) whence we can assume thatx ip ,x jq lie in some translate of a xed ball B of S, and we can argue as above. Indeed, by Theorem 2.1, a geodesic α of S joiningx ip ,x jq is a uniform quasigeodesic, and, since it is vertical, α has bounded coarse intersection with ip and jq . Considering the quasigeodesic quadrilateral formed by α and the path Proof. Let γ →X be a combinatorial geodesic that fellowtravels with α, so that γ is a uniform quasigeodesic of (X, d) and is M -deviating, where M depends only on the deviation constant of α. By Corollary 4.5, there exists a regular leaf L, containing a periodic regular point y ∈X 1 in an exponential edge, such that for some xed N ≥ 0, the push-crop γ ′′ fellow-travels at distance 2δ + ν with a subpath of a forward path emanating from y, where
Let e 1 be the exponential edge of V containing the image of y. Choose periodic regular points y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y k , one in each exponential edge of V and with y mapping to y 1 , satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 5.9.
Then by Proposition 3.7 there exists L 0 ≥ 0 such that if W → X is an immersed wall with primary busts at the points y 1 , . . . , y k and tunnel length L ≥ L 0 , then A(W ) is (µ 1 , µ 2 )-quasi-isometrically embedded inX, where the µ i are independent of L. Moreover, by Theorem 3.9, there exists Proof of Claim 2. Let T be the tunnel of W such that A(T ) ∩ γ ⋆ N = P. Let M be the nucleus intersecting A(T ), so that A(T ) terminates at A( M ). (Observe that M may or may not be trivial, depending on which lift of W → X we have chosen to produce W .) Since it has an incoming tunnel, namely T , the nucleus M is necessarily a subinterval of the interior of an exponential edge, and hence there is a tunnel T ′ of W such that the terminal length-L 2 subpath of A(T ), the spaces M , A( M ), and a forward path in T ′ bound an exceptional zone. By our choice of L and Lemma 5.7, P admits the following description: there is an odd-cardinality set of edges such that P consists of one interior point from each of these edges, and each of these edges also intersects T ′ in a unique point, so that T ′ ∩ γ ⋆ N is a nite set P ′ in one-to-one correspondence with P. Let Q = ψ L (P ′ ).
Then Q = P and Q is the image inX of η ′ underX L →X. The path θ from the proof of Claim 3 contains the terminal part of A(T ); we reach a contradiction by showing that θ must also contain A(T ′ ).
Proof of Claim 3. Suppose not. Then sinceX L →X restricts to a bijection on A(W ), there exists p ∈ A(W ) ∩ im(η) such that p ∈ Q. Hence there is a forward path υ of length L emanating from some p ′ ∈ γ ⋆ N and ending at p, as shown in Figure 10 . Let θ be a geodesic of A(W ) joining p to a point a ∈ P, and let be the subpath of γ ⋆ N joining a to p ′ . Then υ is a uniform quasigeodesic (i.e. the quasi-isometry constants depend only on the quasi-isometry and deviation constants of γ ⋆ N ), and θ is a quasigeodesic with quasi-isometry constants independent of L. Hence υ fellowtravels with θ at distance independent of L. It follows that is bounded above by a constant independent of L. Hence, if L is su ciently large, we have that p lies at horizontal distance at least Proposition 5.13. Let x o ∈ V . Let S ⊂Ṽ 0 be a connected subspace that does not contain an entire exponential edge, and letx o ∈ S be a lift of x o . Then there exist periodic regular points x 1 , . . . , x k , one in each exponential edge of V , and B = B(x o , . . . , x k ) ≥ 0, such that for all distinct liftsx ip ,x jq of x i , x j to S, with i, j ≥ 1, we have
where ip , jq are the periodic lines containingx ip andx jq respectively. Moreover there exists B ′ , such that the x i can be chosen so that for all ip as above, we have
where σ o is any forward path beginning atx o .
Proof. Choose x 1 , . . . , x k , one in each exponential edge, satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 5.11 with respect to the point x o and a ball B of S containingx o whose translates cover S. Exactly as explained in the proof of Proposition 5.9, it su ces to consider liftsx ip ,x jq in B.
For i, j ≥ 1, since x i , x j lie in the interiors of exponential edges, using the forward divergence computation and exploiting periodicity as in the proof of Proposition 5.9 establishes assertion (1).
We now compare ip to σ o , wherex ip ,x o ∈ B. By Lemma 5.11,
where a is minimal so that ip ⊂X ab and σ o contains a subray inX ab for some b. If S a is an exponential stratum, then applying the forward divergence computation from the proof of Proposition 5.9 establishes assertion (2). It remains to consider the case in which S a is a polynomial stratum consisting of a single edge e with φ n (x o ) ∈ Int(e) for some n ≥ 0. By minimality of a, we have φ(e) = e. For each exponential edgeẽ i of B, there is at most one periodic regular pointx ′ such that the periodic line x ′ containing x ′ contains a subray fellowtraveling with σ o . Indeed, this follows from Lemma 1.14. Hence, as long as the points x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ V were chosen so that they are not images of any of these nitely many problematic pointsx ′ ∈ B, we see that assertion (2) holds. (Note that there are at most K problematic points, where K is the constant from the proof of Lemma 5.11, i.e. the number of exponential edges in B.) ◻ Proposition 5.14. Let γ ∶ R →X be a geodesic that is not M -deviating for any M ≥ 0. Then there exists a wall W that cuts γ.
Proof. Since γ is not M -deviating for any M , we can assume, by replacing γ with an embedded uniform quasigeodesic if necessary, that for each M ≥ 0, there is a forward subpath of γ of length M . Hence there is an increasing sequence {M i } of natural numbers and a sequence {ỹ i } of points in ∪ nṼn such that the forward path σ i of length M i beginning atỹ i lies in γ. Moreover, by passing if necessary to a subsequence, we can assume that y i → x o as i → ∞, where y i is the image ofỹ i in V and x o is some point of V . Let x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ V be periodic regular points obtained by applying Proposition 5.13 to the point x o and some speci ed liftx o of x o . Let B, B ′ be the constants from Proposition 5.13. Let W → X be an immersed wall whose primary busts are x 1 , . . . , x k , so that each exponential edge contains exactly one primary bust.
By Theorem 3.7, there is a constant L 0 = L 0 (B) such that if the tunnel length L of W exceeds L 0 , then A(W ) is quasiconvex inX. Moreover, Theorem 3.9 yields L 1 = L 1 (B) ≥ L 0 so that if L ≥ L 1 , then W is a wall inX.
Suppose that β ′ , β ′′ are quasigeodesics, with xed quasi-isometry constants, whose 3δ-coarse intersection is bounded by B ′ , and let the endpoints of β ′ , β ′′ be joined by a κ-quasigeodesic β, where κ is the constant provided by Theorem 2.1, and suppose that the 3δ-coarse intersection between β and each of β ′ and β ′′ is also bounded by B ′ . Then there exists a constant m = m(B ′ ) such that β ′ ββ ′′ is a quasigeodesic provided β ′ , β ′′ ≥ m, with quasi-isometry constant independent of these lengths.
By Lemma 3.4, there exists L 2 ≥ L 1 such that if L ≥ L 2 , then every primary bust in V is separated from x o , φ(x o ), . . . , φ m (x o ) by a secondary bust. Finally, choose W so that L ≥ max{m, L 2 }.
Let σ be the forward ray emanating fromx o . Choose a lift W →X so that ψ m (x o ) lies in the interior of a (nontrivial) nucleusC belonging to a knockoutK of the resulting wall W = im( W → X). Hence A(W ) intersects σ in the point p = ψ L+m (x o ), so that the inclusion A(W ) →X and the embedding σ →X induce a map A(W ) ∨ p σ →X. This map is a quasi-isometric embedding. Indeed, for each such tunnel T of W such that A(T ) and σ are joined by a path in A(K), the fact that every primary bust is separated from ψ m (x o ) by a secondary bust implies that A(T ) is outgoing from A(K), i.e. it travels in the direction of increasing q. Hence the 3δ-coarse intersection between A(T ) and σ is bounded by B ′ lies in a nucleus-approximation, and the intervals inγ ≻ immediately succeeding and precedinĝ p ′ lie in distinct halfspaces ofX L associated to A(W ), it follows thatγ ≻ contains two rays, one in each halfspace, neither of which lies at bounded distance from A(W ). Applying the quasi-isometrỹ X L →X and noting that W is coarsely equal to A(W ) shows that W cuts γ. ◻ Remark 5.15 (Periodicity of busts). The proofs of Proposition 5.12 and Proposition 5.14 could have been carried out using walls whose primary busts are not periodic, as is done in [HW13] ; one again uses Proposition 5.9 and chooses the primary bust points extremely close to the periodic points obtained from that proposition. This simpli es matters slightly, since the immersed walls no longer need extra vertices, and there are no trivial nuclei. However, this simpli cation is outweighed by the care that must be taken when using non-periodic busts to rst choose the periodic points and busts, then choose L, and then slightly perturb the busts.
